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Abstract：The paper presents a reasonable analysis for dynamic response and failure process of a plane multi—layered media，which

are subjected to a blast loading．This blast loading is induced by a cylindric explosive put 0n the center of top surface of the layered

media．With the help of numerical simulation technique provided by LS—DYNA software，the whole process of explosion wave

propagation and attenuation can be revealed．The feature oflocal failure around the blasting site is also discussed in some detail Our

focus will be on the explosion wave attenuation for the hard—soft—hard sandwich layers As seen in the paper,the computational

results are delivered in a feasible way by comparing with experimental data．
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1 Introduction

As well．1earned．multi—layered media have been widely used in protective structures of civilian and military

engine甜ng．However,it seems a complicated task to find out the attenuation characteristics of the explosion wave

propagation through the layered media．It involves some kinds of difficuries related to explosion process and

stress wave propagation in the multi-layered media．In particular,in the region adjacent to explosive，there are

many so—called coupling phenomena between blast loading and layered media．In recent years much workl⋯1 has

been done on the study of dynamic response of the layered media to an direct impact loading，which differs in

some aspects from explosion loading．As a matter of fact，the impact loading is supplied the kinetic energy by

impactor but the blast load is caused by a complicated chemical reaction occurring within the explosive．The

interaction between the explosion products and single—layered medium was investigated by N．Gebbken et al。”1

who developed the material constitutive for concrete subjected to highly impact loadings．In Refs．[1】and[4]，the

explosion loading is treated as a triangular pulse in analytical studies．To date，both in the engineering application

and in the research field of explosion physics，it is still an impending problem of how the explosion wave

propagates and attenuates in the multi—layered media．Solving the problem becomes significant in designing a

proper protective structure against the explosion—induced hazard．

This paper will present a reasonable analysis for the dynamic response of a hard-soft-hard sandwich layered

media subjected to a blast loading．And the main discussion of the paper will focus on the study of explosion

wave attenuation in the medium using numerical simulation method．

2 Formulation of problem

In this section，the blast wave propagation in a hard—soft-hard r—}————————一1
sandwich structure is studied．As shown in Fig．1。a high explosive r————————————j———L—————————]
which is put on t11e surface center of the sandwich plate，is ignited at L———————且上L—一

‘

the time 1=0．Usually,people are interested in the investigation of L_——————1■————1 ：
the explosion phenomenon，which involves lots of complicated＆⋯⋯⋯⋯”13。”⋯”～⋯～⋯～。公
problems such as the crater forming and damage pattern around the l—11igh explosion，2--concrete，

blast site．the pressure shock wave propagation and decay in the 3一fo蛐concrete，,honcrete
medium，the scabbing happening possiblyinthe back surface ofthe Fig·1 Schema恤ofsimIIlan∞modd

sandwich plate，etc．From the viewpoint of engineering application，to reduce the catastrophic damage induced by

the contact explosion．a hard-soft-hard layered plate s仇lctIlre is used t0 replace an integrated plate made of only a

single material．Concerning with this issue，our focus in this paper will be mainly laid on the investigation of what

kind of role which the soft medium may play in the layered media．Particularly,we will investigate how the

middle soft layer changes the stress wave propagation pattern．

For the layered system．it involves more materials and many interfaces introduced．Especially for the
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dissimilar materials with different wave impedance，the wave cannot spread as its initial form because the incident

wave will be reflected and transmitted through the interface．The particle velocity for the incident wave is

determined by

v：旦 ⋯
pC

、7

where v is the particle velocity．仃the stress and pC the wave impedance．There is different wave impedance

with different medium．So wave reflection and transmission between interfaces should play an important role in

determining the wave pattern．According to boundary continuous conditions，the stress and particle velocity

should remain equal at both sides of the boundary．When oblique incidence and sliding friction are considered．the

boundary conditions become much complicated．In order to simplify our discussion，the vertical incidence case is

considered only．As shown in Fig．2，the subscripts i and J denote the upper and lower medium，respectively．

When an incident wave is normal to the boundary of two layers．referring to the treatment in the elastic wave

theory,the reflection and transmission coefficients are given，respectively,by

Ro：篓粤 (2)
(pC)，+(pC)。

and％=面2丽(pC)j． (3)
”

(pC)，+(pC)：

The above Eq．(2)and Eq．(3)are plotted in Fig．3．From these

relations，it is known that when the wave impedance of medium i is

greater than that of medium，，i．e．，(pC)，／(pc)，is less than 1，

then
RⅡtakes

the value between 0 and一1，毛between 0 and 1，a

reflected rarefaction wave will form in the interface and with a

change in its phase．On the contrary,it will be a reflected

compression wave，if medium J has the greater wave impedance，

namely,(pC)J／(pc)。is bigger than 1，and then
Ro

is between

0 and 1，and no phase is changed，‘takes the value between 1 and

2．The phase of transmitted wave doesn’t change any more．

▲

口l 口R
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1

Fig．2 Schematic diagram ofreflection and

transmission ofwaves on boundary condition

bc)r，bc)r

Fig．3 Rreflection and transmission ratios

vel．sns impedance ratio at normal incidence

Due to the complexity of the explosion wave propagation in nonlinear media，there is a particular difficulty

in obtaining an analytical solution．The numerical simulation becomes a main approach offering an approximate

solution．With the help of the existing computational software，LS—DYNA software，numerical simulation for

above-mentioned problem will be shown in the following sections．

3 Numerical Simulation Model

In order to obtain a specific shock wave profile，a three．1ayered media model is built as shown in Fi2．1．The

cylindrical emulsion high explosive，180 grams，is put on the top surface of layered media which consist of three

layers：two concrete plates in upper and lower 1ayers and the foam concrete plate sandwiched in山e middle layer．

The thickness of each layer used in calculafion is 6cm，3cm and 6cm，respectively．And the diameter of the

sandwich plate is 50cm over triple the total thickness of the sandwich plate So the side．discharging effect can be

neglected．For tlle multi-layered system,the layers are assumed not to be bonded but only closely superposed

together．The foze for the ignition of explosive is located on the top surface center of the upper 1ayer．The model is

representative of t11e sandwich structure with the hard．soft and hard materials．

The calculation was performed in 2D axisymmetric configuration with the LS—DYNA commercial code The
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constitutive model for the explosive is built in numerical simulation to reduce the calculation elTOf,which caused

by the simplified space．time pressure CUlVe instead of t11e blast loading in the previous studies”8J．Furthermore．

the Lagrange algorithm is adopted in the calculation in order to decrease the energy loss in contrast to that of ALE

fArbitrary Lagrangian—Eulerian)algorithm．When blast pressnre is near zero．explosive call be deleted from

calculation，and the computation is performed continuously until the system kinetic energy approximates zero．

In general the accuracy of the calculated results relies on the material models used and the corresponding

constitutive parameters．In the present simulation．Johnson．H01mqnist constitutive model(JH)is used for

concretet”5．the crushable—foalTl model⋯1 is used for the foam concrete．The well-known JWL equation of state is

used for the high explosive product．The main matedal parameters are listed in Table 1 and 1hble 2．Here p and E

are density and elastic modulus，D the detonation velocity,Pcs the C-J pressure，E0 the internal energy per unit

volume，p Poisson’s ratio andA、B、C、R，、飓、CO are material constants ofJWL equation．In Table 2，口。is

the uniaxial compressive slTength，G the shear modulus，T the maximum tensile hydrostatic pressure and Damp

the damping coefficient of materials．Other parameters are taken from Refs．【10】and『111．

Table 1 MateriaI naranloters ofelnEiIsioH high exnlosive used in髓lculatlon

Table 2 Themain material coⅡstants used in caleulafinn for concrete and foam coherete

4 Computational Results and Dissussion

In this section，we present some numedcal results to illustrate the features of the wave propagation．Fig．4

shows the pressure contours taken at the four different times．After 16“s of the ignition，the high explosive

product began to rapidly expand．The region of upper layer near the explosion product has been deformed by the

compression wave．At 26 ps．the explosion wave has spread to the middle layer’and the pressure fringes are not

the semicircles in shape due to the variant wave speed of the different materials．At the time 38 ps，the wave has

reached the lower 1ayer,and we call see that the closer to charge．the larger the compression zone．From the

computed result at the time 54 1as．the compression wave reaches the bottom of t11e lower layer；a tensile wave is

reflected from the free bottom surface．If the explosive mass quantity is less than a critical value．the loading

duration becomes very short，so no scabbing occurs．

It is seen from the analysis of the simulation results that the propagation process of blast wave in the

hare—soft-hard layered media can be divided into two stages．The early stage is the loading one through explosive

blasting acting on the layered system．In this process，the explosion pressure wave will travel down the different

layers，and then be reflected and transmitted at each boundary interface，interact and superpose when met．The

ending of the early stage is determined by many factors，such as the mass quantity of the explosive，ignition type，

contact mode between layers and explosive．mechanical properties of medium．ne later stage of the process is

unloading one．Once the explosion ends．there is almost no energy input into the layered media．The upper surface

of the first layer can be considered as a pressure free surface．The boundaries of different layer and the free

surfaces ale easier to fail by the tensile wave．It is noted that the local failure OCCurS possibly in each stage on

condition that the compression or tensile wave intensity is up to the material ultimate strength，respectively．

Fig．5(a)and(b)show the photographs of local failure from experiment．The spalling is seen in the front

surface because the explosive pressure exceeds the sⅡength of the concrete compression shown in Fig．5(a1．The

size of failure region is related to tlle external 10ading and the mechanical properties of medium．The simulation

data taken from failure range is similar to the experimental result．The scabbing at the lower surface occurs when

the reflected wave reaches the concrete strength of tensile．Because of the energy absorption in the layer of the

foam concrete，no failure OCCURS on the back surface of the lower concrete as shown in experiments，see Fig．5(b)．
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In conclusion，the physical figures taken from the numerical simulation are consistent with experimental

photographs．

Fig．4 Calculated pressure profiles with time sequence

Fig．5 Concrete photographs after explosion

Referring tO Fig．3，foam concrete has the less wave impedance than that of concrete．So there are a reflected

tensile wave in the interface between medium 2 and 3(shown in Fig 1)and a compression wave in the boundary

between medium 3 and 4．Because t11e concrete iS weaker in tension than in compression．there exits a locai

tensile failure in the back region of upper concrete．

When an incident wave travels down to the foam concrete layer,assuming no energy dissipation in the

inteffaces，the transmission ratio based on Eq．f31 Can be written

耻强耻高等备 ㈣

正2 and t3 represent the transmission ratios from medium 1 to 2 and from medium 2 to 3，respectively,where



the concrete impedance is(pc)^and the foam concrete impedance is(pc)，．Stress amplitude decreases

obviously when the incident wave spreads through the two interfaces since Z．is less than 1．

T11e curve of transmission ratio versus wave impedance ratio is plotted in Fig．6 using Eq(4)．For a given

longitudinal coordinate，taking the value between 0 and l，there exist two corresponding wave impedance ratios

When the middle material has greater impedance than that of the bilateral，the wave attenuation effect by the

different interfaces can also be gained．Consequently，the wave attenuation will be reached by two ways．oue is by

wave propagation through a medium(if the stress magnitude in excess of elastic strength limit)and the other is

the wave amplitude reduction at the difierent material boundary．

In order to analyze the role of the ener2y absorbing material by the foal／l concrete，anOther calculation model

with a monoblock concrete is introduced for comparison．In this case．the initial conditions and boundary

conditions are same as the sandwich model mentioned above．The emulsion high explosive is also 180 grams．The
results obtained from the two difierent structure forms are compared as follows．

Fig．7(a)and(b)show the curves ofpressure versus time at different points．尸J and P2 denoted in Fig．1．For

the monoblock concrete model，the attenuation of wave amplitude⋯
can be formulated approximately by

A。=Ao exp(咄。)， (5)

where the attenuation coefficient from point P』to point P2 is

a=一ln(A，／Ai)／(x，一z。) (6)

where
Ao，A，，AJ are the wave amplitudes taken at the position of

X0,J。，XJ，respectively．So
the attenuation coefficients computed

from Eq．(6)are 4．68m-1 from PJ to P2 in the sandwich model and

21．94m
1
in the monoblock model The wave attenuation due to the

soft material in the sandwich media is apparent．

Epq。^pcj、

Fig．6 Transmission ratio versus

impedance ratio at normal incidence
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(a卜monoblock concrete model，(b卜sandwich model

Fig．7 Pressure ofdifferent points

Fig．8 Non—dimensional energy VS．time
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Fig．9 Comparisons ofcomputed

results and experimental data

As expected，the similar conclusion can be drawn from energy curves shown in Fig．8．The internal energy

absorbed by the foam concrete Ei is about 3．4％of the total energy Et absorbed by the whole media．But instead of
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the foam concrete with the concrete，the ratio of易to易is only 1．9％in the monoblock concrete model wi出the

corresponding position and thickness The former is 1，8 times as percentage as the later,though the energy

absorbed by the middle layer is only a little percentage of that of the whole layered system．By the experiment，the

local scabbing happens on the back surface of concrete plate in the monolithic material．

Fig．9 shows the calves of strain versus time from computed results and experimental data taken at P3

flabeled in Fig．11 The curves show that the compression strain appears first when the explosion wave reaches

and then change to the tensile strain when the wave reflects from the free surface．It is seen that the curves are

approximately in agreement in order of magnitude．

From the preceding analysis，hard—soft—hard layered media is feasible for the attenuation of explosion wave in

the protective engineering．Referring to Eq．(2)and Eq．(3)，the middle layer,which is the foam material with low

impedance．is preferable．ne soft layer should have the ability to absorb more energy according to Fig．7．

Increasing the thickness of soft layer to some degree will be recommended in the engineering design for the

protective structure．

5 Conclusions

This paper presents a simple analysis and computational results on the explosion wave propagation in

three-layered media．The main results from the study can be concluded as follows：

1)The whole physical figures taken either from the computed results or from the simple wave theory

analysis account for the local failure of experiment phenomena well．

2)By comparing the response of the layered system to the same blast loading，the three—layered media，that is

sandwich model shows more predominant than the single layered model based on the consideration of wave

attenuation and energy dissipation．As a coupling of explosion loading and media，impedance match and energy

absorption by the media should be taken into account in design．In order to reduce the strong impact effect due to

explosion，the alternative way is to choose the energy absorbing material properly,and designing the layered

media with the beRer match of wave impedance．To add a soft material sandwiched in hard materials，is an

effective way to attenuate the explosion wave．

3)The wave attenuation consists of two different parts，one occurs during the wave propagating witllin the

layer medium(when stress exceeds elastic strength limit)，the other happens at the dissimilar interface．
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